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Abstract We propose a real time simulation for window frost formation on mobile devices
that uses both particles and grids. Previous ice formation methods made heavy demands on
both memory and computational capacity because they were designed for a desktop envi-
ronment. In this paper, a frost skeleton grows around a location touched by the user using
particles, and the ice surfaces are constructed using a grid. Using a nonlattice random-
walk technique, the frost skeleton grows freely and naturally. A hash grid technique is
used to search efficiently for neighbor particles during the crystallization process. Finally,
some 2.5D details are added to the ice skeleton by adjusting the height of the grid ver-
tices around the skeleton. Experiments show that our method creates realistic frost in real
time. Our method can be used to express ice formation effects in touch-based mobile device
applications such as weather forecasts or games.

Keywords Window frost · Ice formation · Mobile device

1 Introduction

As high-performance mobile devices have developed, their available memory and com-
putational resources have increased significantly. This has made mobile-based physics
simulations feasible. Stanton et al. [21] proposed a water simulation method for a mobile
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environment that used input from a gyro-sensor to simulate the water movement. However,
their algorithm was data driven, rather than being physics based.

There are two main requirements for performing physics-based simulation on mobile
devices. First, real time performance, i.e. responding to user input instantly, is very impor-
tant. Second, the presentation quality should be convincing. Conventional physics-based
simulations for desktop computers have involved enormous numbers of particles, a high-
resolution simulation grid, and heavy computational costs. Despite the recent advances in
mobile devices, it remains impossible to run physics-based simulations interactively. In
addition, the battery power required is considerable and battery lifetime might be shortened
with the increased CPU usage.

A study to express Window frost was proposed by Kim et al. [10]. In this technique, the
diffusion limited aggregation (DLA) and the stable fluid technique [20] are used to simulate
the ice generated and grown on arbitrary planes. However, in this technique, stable fluid
simulation using a high-resolution grid is required to obtain high-quality results, so that
there is a need for high computational cost. Due to the nature of mobile devices that need to
operate in real time using limited resources, algorithms that require high computational cost
are not suitable. We propose a physics-inspired frost-formation method for mobile devices
by optimizing the formation process of Kim et al.’s particle-based method [10]. Unlike Kim
et al.’s technique, our technique can express natural ice growth without using a stable fluid
solver. It is also possible to find adjacent particles quickly and efficiently by proposing a
freezing candidate area. Because window frost is created and grows on plane surfaces, it
is suited to the 2D screen of mobile environments and could be used as a lock screen or
for touch effects. Although our method is not entirely physics based, we can guarantee real
time performance and can provide some photorealistic results (See Fig. 1).

Our contributions are as follows.

– A dynamic and natural result is acquired by moving water particles randomly in
continuous space, not within a discrete grid.

– Our method requires relatively small resources because of its local-grid-based remesh-
ing simulation.

– High-quality frost is expressed by applying ice shape patterns to an ice skeleton created
by water particles.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the previous liter-
ature related to a problem. Section 3 introduces techniques for efficiently creating window

Fig. 1 Our results on a mobile device (left) and actual image (right)
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frost on mobile devices. Section 4 will compare our results to the performance of previous
results. Section 5 provides final conclusions and directions for future work.

2 Related work

Kharitonsky et al. [9] introduced a simplified method for creating icicles. Gagnon et al. [3]
proposed an interactive icicle formation method that improves the performance. Kim et al.
[10] proposed a method that creates ice on random surfaces by combining a Lie algebra
method [23], a phase-field approach [4], and a stable fluid solver [20]. Kim et al. [11]
proposed a method for producing stalactite-shaped icicles by solving the Stefan problem.
Ishikawa et al. [6] expressed glazed frost via supercooling effects using the fluid-implicit
particle method of Zhu and Bridson [24].

Marechal et al. [13] proposed a voxel-based method for expressing large-scale winter
scenes as melted snow or frozen water. Their method established an accurate phase-
transition model by applying a latent-heat technique. Iwasaki et al. [7] proposed using
smoothed-particle hydrodynamics in their small-scale ice melting simulation method. It
simulated the effects of water-to-ice or ice-to-water transitions on ice surfaces using a
phase-transition model. Festenberg and Gumhold [2] expressed accumulated snow on a
complicated object such as a snow bridge by constructing height-span maps. Reynolds et al.
[18] proposed real time simulation of snow accumulating in a dynamic 3D environment
using a height map. Stomakhin et al. [22] implemented snow dynamics using a material-
point method and semi-implicit methods. Their methods were used to produce effects in the
famous animated film ‘Frozen’ (2013).

Carte [1] studied the motion of air bubbles when ice is created. Seipel and Nivfors [19]
proposed the real time formation of an opaque area using textures, while expressing reflec-
tion and refraction effects. Madrazo et al. [12] created an opaque area by simulating the
dissolved air emitted from ice–water interfaces using a grid-based method. Nishino et al.
[17] expressed an opaque area by considering pressure and freezing speed. Im et al. [5] pro-
posed a particle–grid hybrid method that created an opaque area in an object with a stable
volume. Miao and Xiao [15] proposed a particle-based ice freezing model that created air bub-
bles dynamically by solving for heat conduction and air diffusion based on fluid dynamics.

3 Algorithm

This section introduces techniques for efficiently creating window frost on mobile devices.
First, Section 3.1 defines the terms to describe our technique. Section 3.2 describes the
whole process of our technique. Section 3.3 describes the creation of the starting point of
the window frost, and Section 3.4 describes the method of accelerated generation of window
frost optimized for mobile devices. Finally, Section 3.5 introduces a rendering technique for
realistically representing the ice skeleton generated by our technique.

3.1 Definition

Freezing area When a water particle enters a freezing area, it changes into a crystal parti-
cle. Kim et al. [10] determined the freezing area by combining a phase-field equation with
a stable fluid solver. Because they performed heat transfer using an advection term, some
regions far away from the crystal particle could be frozen via external forces such as wind.
To improve performance in our method, the freezing area is restricted to a range hc around
the crystal particle and external forces are ignored.
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Freezing candidate area This is the area adjacent to a freezing area, where the chances
are high that water particles are frozen. It is inefficient to calculate the freezing possibility
of every water particle at each time step. We improve the performance by considering water
particles only in the freezing candidate area.

Crystal particle When a water particle enters a freezing area, it becomes a new crystal
particle, which creates a new freezing area and constructs an ice skeleton by connecting to
the existing crystal particles. The freezing candidate area is updated whenever a new crystal
particle is created.

Active area This is a local simulation area where a water particle is created, moves, and
changes into a crystal particle. Ice growth occurs only in an active area. If a water particle
leaves an active area, it is removed and recreated inside the active area.

3.2 Overview

Our algorithm is composed of initialization, ice growth, and visualization stages (see Fig. 2).
Seed crystal particles are planted by user input and active areas are created around them.
Water particles are then created according to the humidity and positioned randomly within
the active area.

During the ice growth process, ice grows along with the water particles and hash grids
are updated. A hash grid is updated according to the freezing candidate areas of the crystal
particles. A water particle moves via a random-walk technique. If it enters a freezing candi-
date area, its presence within the freezing area is checked. A water particle in a freezing area
is frozen into a crystal particle. A new crystal particle is connected to the existing crystal
particles and forms an ice skeleton. If it were too far from the existing particles, the quality
of the ice skeleton would be degraded. To restore skeleton quality in this case, upsampling
is performed by adding some particles between the new and the existing crystal particles.

Fig. 2 Algorithm flow
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To create ice geometry during the visualization process, sharp features are added to the
ice skeleton and bumpy surfaces are constructed. After constructing and rendering the ice
geometry, the number of water particles is updated according to the humidity.

Because our method performs both ice growth and visualization at each time step, it is
possible to watch the ice growth in real time. The user can affect the ice growth process in
real time by planting a seed crystal particle during the simulation. In addition, it is possible
to create multiple ice areas.

3.3 Initialization

During the initialization process, a hash grid and a geometry grid are constructed. The hash
grid is composed of N × M cells. If the resolution of the hash grid is set to match the
display resolution, the computational cost increases significantly. Therefore, we adjust the
grid resolution by using a freezing area radius hc that is specified by the user. Therefore,

N = w

2hc

, (1a)

M = h

2hc

, (1b)

where N and M are the width and height of the hash grid, respectively. Parameters w and h

are the width and height of the mobile display, respectively, while hc is used as the radius of
a freezing area within which to perform phase transitions during the crystallization process,
and as a criterion for generating bumpy surfaces during the visualization process.

Whenever the user touches a specific location, a new seed crystal particle is created,
together with its active area, at that location.

3.4 Ice growth simulation

In the ice growth simulation stage, it simulates the generation and growth of ice. In this step,
an active area is created around the point entered by the user, and all water particles in the
active area move by random walk. When a water particle enters a freezing area of a crystal
particle, its state changes to a crystal particle. In our technique, freezing candidate area was
set using a hash grid to check whether the water particle was located in the freezing area of
the crystal particle. Compared to inspecting all nine neighboring cells (27 in 3D) in order
to search for adjacent particles in a general particle-based fluid simulation, our method
inspects only the region set as the freezing candidate area, and it is possible to rapidly detect
adjacent particles and grow ice.

3.4.1 Freezing candidate area update

Ice growth simulation first begins with the process of updating the freezing candidate areas.
During this process, freezing candidate areas are added using the freezing areas of crystal
particles and updated to the hash grid.

As described in Section 3.1, a freezing candidate area is an area where the chances are
high that water particles will be frozen. It is specified as a collection of hash-grid intersec-
tions with freezing areas (see Fig. 3c). In other words, a water particle cannot be frozen
outside a freezing candidate area. The hash grid stores state values for freezing candidate
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Fig. 3 a Hash grid and indices assigned to the simulation space. b Freezing areas for crystal particles (red
circles). c Freezing candidate areas (yellow grid: the freezing candidate area updated up to the previous step,
purple grid: the freezing candidate area to be newly updated in the current simulation step). d State values
for the hash grid and crystal particle index

areas and the indices of crystal particles affecting the freezing candidate areas. In Fig. 3,
P4–P8 are the indices of the crystal particles. Since a crystal particle is stored in an array
whenever it is newly created, index means the index of the array of crystal particles. If an
area corresponding to a node of the hash grid becomes a freezing candidate area, its state
value is set to 1. Otherwise, it is set to 0 (see Fig. 3).

3.4.2 Random walk

After this step of updating the freezing candidate areas, water particles are created in the
active areas. In the lattice model, the movement directions for water particles are restricted
to four directions, i.e., left, right, up, and down, which may cause artifacts in the ice growth
results. In this paper, water particles move by the nonlattice random-walk technique of
Meakin [14]. Using the nonlattice structure, a water particle can move freely within a range
of radius r at each frame. Because of this high degree of freedom of motion, the ice growth
is not restricted.

The position of a water particle is determined as

Xt+1
w = Xt

w + MRotR, (2a)

MRot =
(
cos θ, − sin θ

sin θ, cos θ

)
, (2b)

where Xt
w and Xt+1

w are the positions for the current and next time steps, respectively. R is a
2D vector (a, 0), where a is a random value between 0 and r . r is the value specified by the
user before the simulation is performed. The parameter θ is a random value between 0 and
2π . Based on (2), a water particle moves to a new random position. If it is located outside an
active area, it is removed and recreated within the active area, but not in a freezing candidate
area (see the white hash grid in Fig. 3d).

3.4.3 Crystallization

If a water particle reaches a freezing area after the random walk, it is converted into a crystal
particle (see Fig. 4). This process is called crystallization.
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the crystallization process (blue dots: water particles, orange dots: crystal particles,
dotted circles: freezing areas). a A water particle moves via a random walk. b A water particle reaches a
freezing area. c A water particle is converted into a crystal particle. d A new freezing area is created around
the location of the newly converted crystal particle

First, the hash-grid key for the water particle is calculated based on its location. It is
checked for having entered a freezing candidate area by investigating the state value of the
hash grid. If it belongs to a freezing candidate area, it is checked for being inside a freezing
area by calculating the distances to neighboring crystal particles stored in the hash-grid
array. If the distance between a water particle and a crystal particle is lower than hc, the
water particle is converted into a crystal particle. For small hc values, the ice will grow
slowly but densely.

3.4.4 Crystal particle upsampling

If hc increases, the ice will grow faster but a coarse ice skeleton will be constructed with
large distances between adjacent crystal particles. A coarse ice skeleton will lead to the loss
of sharp features during the reconstruction of the ice geometry. To improve the details of
ice surfaces, crystal particles can be upsampled in our method. Our upsampling technique
is divided into the two steps of partition and insertion. In the partition stage, the locations
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of upsample particles are determined by dividing the distance between two adjacent crystal
particles regularly. This is expressed as

Nu =
⌊ | Xnc − Xoc |

D

⌋
, (3)

Xk
ac = Xoc + k

Nu − 1
(Xnc − Xoc)(k = 1, 2, · · · , Nu − 1), (4)

where Nu − 1 is the number of upsample particles, Xnc is the location of an upsample
particle, Xoc is the location of the existing crystal particle nearest to Xnc, D is a constant
value satisfying 0 < D < hc. D is the distance between upsample particles and is defined
by the user prior to the simulation. Xk

ac is a location of the k-th upsample particle.
Upsample particles are considered as a subset of the crystal particles. An upsample par-

ticle could be used as a crystal particle, but it would not significantly affect the final quality
and would require considerable additional memory and computational cost. Therefore, we
use such particles only when constructing ice skeletons and sharp features.

3.5 Visualization

In general, an ice crystal shows sharp features along the boundaries and bumpy surfaces
for the inner parts (see Fig. 5a). To express these features, we create sharp features along
the ice skeleton and bumpy ice surfaces by applying the locations of crystal particles to the
geometry grid. During the rendering process, alpha blending is applied to the ice surfaces
to express the semitransparency of the ice, and Phong shading is applied to sharp features
and ice surfaces to express the ice reflection effect (See Fig. 5d).

3.5.1 Sharp feature generation

Sharp features in ice crystals are constructed using a pair of connected particles. First, a
midpoint between the particles is created (see Fig. 6a). Next, two points are created in the
direction perpendicular to the line connecting the two particles (see Fig. 6b). The distance
from the midpoint to the perpendicular point is heuristically determined as one and a half
times the distance between the crystal particles. Then, the midpoint is elevated by half of the
distance between the crystal particles (see Fig. 6c). Finally, faces connecting the two crystal
particles and the three new vertices are created to express sharp features (see Fig. 6d).

Fig. 5 a An actual ice crystal (red circle: sharp feature, yellow circle: bumpy surface). b Sharp features by
our method. c bumpy surfaces by our method. d Combined sharp edges and bumpy surfaces by our method
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Fig. 6 Sharp feature construction process (a1 and a2 are upsampling particles, P1 is a crystal particle, m1
and m2 are mid-point particles, s1 and s2 are perpendicular points)

3.5.2 Bumpy surface generation

To create bumpy surfaces, we use a simplified version of Kamal et al.’s terrain-generation
method [8]. Their method constructs a terrain mesh efficiently by creating a random pla-
nar mesh structure and elevating the height of its vertices. We create bumpy surfaces by
elevating the vertices of the geometry grid (see Fig. 7).

Bumpy surfaces are constructed using crystal and upsample particles. First, vertices
within a radius of hc from each particle are found and these vertices are elevated (see Fig. 7).
The elevation amount is determined by a user parameter in this paper. By applying the same
process to every crystal and upsample particle, bumpy ice surfaces are acquired very fast
and efficiently (see Fig. 7f).

4 Results

Our experiments were performed on a Samsung Galaxy S5. To implement our method, we
used Android NDK and the shader language of OpenGL ES for rendering.

It is important for the mobile device to maintain a performance of about 25 fps due to
the fact that it must respond to the user’s input promptly. However, at a frame rate of 25 fps
or more, the user does not feel a large difference visually, and causes unnecessary compu-
tational cost to render. For this reason, many mobile applications including our technique
use a fixed frame rate of 25 fps. Also, during the simulation, the memory usage is only very
small, less than 5 MB.

Parameters affecting the results were the radius hc of the freezing area, the distance
D between upsample particles, and the humidity. Results for various parameter values are
presented in Fig. 8, The parameters used in the result are written in Table 1.
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Fig. 7 Bumpy surface construction process (blue particle: crystal particle, red dot: vertex of geometry grid)

If D is too small, few sharp features are shown and bumpy surfaces appear extensively.
For large D values, very few bumpy surfaces appear because of the coarse distribution of
crystal particles and large sharp features will be created (see Fig. 8 top).

If hc is too small, the ice grows slowly and the sharp features become very small. This
leads to a large computational cost. The ice will grow fast under large values of hc. However,
the sharp features constructed will be very large because of the large distance between
crystal particles. This leads to artifacts at the ice center (see Fig. 8 middle).

If the number of water particles increases because of increased humidity, the ice will
grow quickly and more densely at the ice center. However, large humidity values lead to a
large computational cost because many water particles will be simulated at the same time
(see Fig. 8 bottom).

Our method is about six times faster than a general hash-grid method, which would
usually investigate nine cells to find adjacent particles in a fluid simulation such as
smoothed-particle hydrodynamics [16]. In the case of techniques using a general hash
grid, the presence of crystal particles in adjacent cells is checked to freeze the water par-
ticles. Therefore, the larger the number of water particles, the more computation time is
required. The maximum number of water particles generated in our technique is determined
by humidity. Because the number of water particles decreases as the simulation progresses,
the number of tests of adjacent cells also decreases. Therefore, the simulation step and the
processing time are inversely proportional to each other. In contrast, our method checks a
water particle only if it comes within the freezing candidate area and it is efficient because
we investigate only the one hash grid where the particle is located (see Fig. 9). All simula-
tions were performed on a 760×1280 grid and wemeasured the computation times, omitting
the visualization process. The general hash-grid method requires much computation time
because of the large area to be examined when the ice is first created. In contrast, our method
is much faster because ice grows only in the freezing candidate areas. In addition, Kim
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Fig. 8 Results for various parameter values. (top: sharp features by varying D, middle: sharp features by
varying hc , bottom: both sharp features and bumpy surfaces by varying Humidity)

et al.’s method [10] required over four minutes for the simulation process alone, whereas
our method deals with both simulation and rendering processes in real time to provide
photorealistic results (see Fig. 1).

Table 1 Simulation parameters

a-1 a-2 a-3 b-1 b-2 b-3 c-1 c-2 c-3

D 1.0 2.5 5.0 3.0 7.0 10.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

hc 10.0 10.0 10.0 3.0 7.0 10.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

Humidity 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 500 3,000 5,000
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Fig. 9 Simulation time comparison

5 Conclusions and future work

We propose a physics-inspired method for real time window frost formation in a mobile
device environment. Ice grows by random-walk movement of water particles and the use
of freezing candidate areas is proposed to improve the performance of the ice growth pro-
cess. Sharp features around ice boundaries are created using an ice skeleton constructed by
connecting adjacent crystal and upsample particles. Bumpy ice surfaces are also visualized
effectively by adapting Kamal et al.’s terrain-generation method to the mobile device envi-
ronment. Experiments show that our method creates window frost ices very efficiently and
realistically.

Although our method is not physically accurate, it produces plausible results similar
to actual images and is suited to real time performance on mobile devices. Moreover, the
proposed hash-grid method can be extended to the acceleration of particle-based physics
simulations. In future work, we plan to experiment with various touch effects according to
the actual temperature acquired from real time weather data and provide a lock screen with
frost-related visual effects.

It is difficult to show the ice growing permanently around a seed crystal as in Kim et al.’s
method [10], because the maximum range of ice growth is restricted to guarantee real time
performance. Moreover, because the computational cost increases significantly as the max-
imum range of ice growth increases, we plan to improve the performance by using parallel
programming based on OpenCL.
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